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HABITAT FOR THE RED-TAILED PHASCOGALE
Jeff Short
The Red - tailed Phascogale
(Phascogale calura) is a small
squirrel-like marsupial that occurs in
remnant woodlands in the southern
wheatbelt of Western Australia. It is
two to three times the size of a house
mouse, with a long bushy tail, brick
red at its base. It is a quick-moving
insectivore that is equally at home on
the ground or in the canopy of midstorey trees. It nests in tree hollows
and can shelter in hollows, under
bark, in the skirts of grass trees, in the
hollows offallen timber, and amongst
collections of sheoak needles in the
forks oftrees.
While once widespread across
inland Australia, it now persists
only in the southern half of the WA
wheatbelt Its persistence here is
somewhat surprising, as much of
the original vegetation has been
removed to allow farming, cereal
cropping and the grazing of sheep,
to dominate this landscape. It has
long-since disappeared from inland
eastern Australia, central Australia,
and the deserts of WA. This largescale historical decline has earned it
'Endangered' status at the national
level and 'Likely to become extinct'
status at the WA state leveL
Farmers and townsfolk in the
southern wheatbelt often become
aware of this species when a specimen
is brought home by their pet cat
However, it will also seek out shelter
in farmhouses and outbuildings and
is occasionally disturbed in or around
buildings or drowned in a pooL

A Red-tailed Phascoga/e in Rock Sheoak. Photo : Sid Smithies

While in the past such sightings may
have been dismissed as 'just a rat',
its profile has increased greatly in
recent years and there is increasing
recognition of its presence. Some
farming communities, such as Wagin/
Woodanilling, maintain a register
of community sightings to assist
conservation actions. Such is its
growing recognition in the wheatbelt,
both the Wagin Woodanilling
Landcare Zone and the Hyden
Progress Association have adopted
this animal for their logo.
While superficially resembling
a squirrel or a large mouse with a
long brushy tail, this species is a
member of the marsupial Dasyurid
family, along with marsupial mice,
quolls and Tassie devils. An unusual
characteristic, which it shares with
some other small dasyurids, is the
annual male die-off. Males live
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for less than a year (11 Y2 months),
competing furiously with each other
for mates over winter, and then
dies, leaving j ust females in the
population. The female gives birth
to as many as 13 young in August,
with usually eight surviving to attach
to her teats. She carries these around
for several weeks before depositing
them securely in a nest - still naked
and vulnerable - to allow her to
go out and forage. She will return
to the nest several times a night to
feed them and to warm them with
her body heat The young gradually
develop fur and the ability to maintain
their own body temperature, but as
the litter grows the demands on the
mother for food increases. Towards
the end oflactation in November, the
combined weight of the young may be
up to three times that of the mother.
continued on p age 4
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A likely explanation for the seasonal
death of all males is this high demand
for food by the female to feed her
growing litter. Males would compete
for a limited food supply and reduce
the chances of the female successfully
raising her litter. Hence they have
become a transient, albeit recurring,
part of the life cycle of the species.
These aspects of the life history
of the Red-tailed Phascogale impact
on where the phascogale persists
and what its requirements for habitat
might be.

Chief among its requirements are
eucalypts with plenty of hollows.
The phascogale is largely a woodland
species and this is because of its
demanding requirements for hollows
for nesting. Its requirements appear
very specific. The female needs a
large capacity hollow (relative to
its body size) to allow her to build a
big ball of nesting material of wool,
grass, and feathers. This is critically
important to allow the young, naked
litter to maintain body temperature
while the female leaves them each
night to go hunting. The female and
her litter are resident in the hollow
for up to four months so it must

The author releasing a phascogale during a survey at Wagin in 2006. This photo has already been
published in WW 10/2, April 2006, as part of a story about a phascogale survey in Wagin. But it
looks better in colour!
Photo: Sid Smithies
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also be secure against competitors
such as galahs and parrots and
predators such as pythons. This
means a small entrance which limits
the ability of other species to enter.
Hollows with such characteristics
(a large volume but small entrance)
are probably difficult to locate and
may be a key limiter to whether the
species is present in the local area.
Woodland has been preferentially
cleared in the past for farming, and
even now, old mature paddock trees
or road verge trees are frequently
removed. Replacing such old trees
with new trees, while maintaining the
connectivity of the landscape, will not
assist nesting for over 100 years. The
Red-tailed Phascogale's sister species
-the larger Brush-tailed Phascogalehas been observed moving up to 225
m across an open paddock in Victoria
to utilise an old hollow-rich paddock
tree. Red-tailed Phascogales are
similarly mobile and may be expected
to seek out suitable trees if in short
supply, even if this means crossing
open space.
The wandoo/rock sheoak belt
in the western Wheatbelt (from
Brookton to Woodanilling) has been
the key region where phascogales
have persisted. The often-dense
canopy of rock sheoak provides an
ideal foraging zone for them and
the dense cluttered canopy provides
protection from owls while the many
stems at ground level allow the
phascogales foraging on the ground
to escape quickly into the canopy
if threatened by a cat or fox. And
older wandoo have an abundance of
hollows suitable for nesting. While
wandoos are an important species for
nesting, many other mature eucalypts
may also provide suitable nesting
hollows.
Further east in the central
wheatbelt at Wadderin Sanctuary near
Narembeen, phascogales have been
reintroduced to a mature woodland
of York gum and salmon gum
continued on page 5
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interspersed with rock sheoak fringing
granite outcrops. Morrel is another
species in which phascogales appear
to nest. While sometimes reported
in such habitat, it is unclear how
useful thin-stemmed eucalypts such
as mallee and mallet are for nesting
as compared to simply sheltering.
The demanding requirements of
Red-tailed Phascogales for suitable
hollows mean they will readily utilise
suitable nest boxes and will often
come in to buildings on farms to seek
suitable shelter.
With a body size of between 20
and 60 gm, phascogales are well
within the preferred prey size for feral
and domestic cats. Domestic cats, in
particular, often catch phascogales
around farm buildings or nearby
bushland, often proudly depositing
their catch at the farmhouse door.
Many community sightings reported
in the Wagin/Woodanilling area
are from kills made by domestic
cats. Cats, both domestic and feral,
may be a major factor impacting
on phascogales in their remaining
range. Ensuring cats remain inside
at night, wear a bell or apron to
limit the effectiveness of their
predation, or simply not replacing
the current moggy, may all be
strategies that assist the conservation
of the phascogale. Local government
rubbish tips have been identified
as a major source of feral cats in
the agricultural landscape and their
control at these sites may reduce their
overall density across the landscape to
the benefit of phascogales.
Another important factor that
enables phascogales to survive
in farmland is a well-connected
landscape, which allows them to
move between remnants of native
vegetation. Phascogales have been
reported in very small remnants,
likely too small to meet all their
requirements. Hence, it is likely

that animals do move across the
farming landscape utilising more than
one remnant. Roadside vegetation,
corridors of vegetation along paddock
margins, oil mallee corridors, and
paddock trees all play a part in
connecting the overall landscape for
this species. The gradual attrition of
remaining vegetation, in particular
mature eucalypts, reduces the overall
favourability of the landscape for
phascogales. The widening of roads
and the consequent loss of road verge
trees, the loss of mature paddock trees
as farm equipment becomes larger, or
the loss of trees in remnants that are
not fenced to exclude stock, all play a
part in reducing the overall suitability
of the landscape.
This lack of connection may
be a key factor in the loss of the
species from the central Wheatbelt.
Here remnants are widely spaced
and corridors of native vegetation
often absent or degraded . The
recent successful reintroduction of
phascogale to a 430-hectare remnant
at Narembeen has demonstrated that,
at least in patches, suitable habitat
remains. Here, a core area has been
fenced to exclude foxes and cats
and existing hollows in York gum
have been supplemented with nest
boxes. But, as in many areas of the
wheatbelt, connections across the
landscape have been largely severed
and individual remnants are widely
separated. This limits the ability of
the phascogales to spread beyond the
immediate protected area.
Will Red-tailed Phascogales
persist in our agricultural landscape?
If we can assist with maintaining or
creating suitable nesting hollows in
old-growth eucalypts or by providing
nest boxes, maintaining or creating
a well-connected landscape, and
controlling or managing domestic
and feral cats, then they may stand
a chance.
Dr Jeff Short is a research scientist who
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is currentlystudying phascogale habitat
in the central and southern Wheatbelt.
He can be contacted on: jeff.short@
wild Iiferesea rch ma nagement.com.au

PHASCOGALE
FRIENDLY
COMMUNITIES
Since 2006, the communities of
Wagin and Woodanilling have been
'Phascogale friendly', through a
varied range of funding and grants
to work with research, private
landholders, local governments and
regional bodies to record sightings
and maintain and enhance habitats.
The local landcare officer
maintains a register of community
sightings, which currently number
more than 100. Phascogales are often
seen feeding on moths on verandah
beams. Volunteers are also involved
in building nestboxes, trapping
research and monitoring programs.
Mens' Sheds, as well as community
youth and aged centres, are currently
building over 200 nestboxes out of
95% recycled materials. Already
installed are 60 nestboxes and more
than 30kms offencing protecting over
1500ha of remnant vegetation that the
phascogales use.
How you can help

• Help build a home: MAKE
YOUR OWN NEST BOX instructions are available through
wwlandcare@westnet.com.au or by
calling 9861 2222.
• Cat tips: please, if you own a
cat, ensure it is kept in at night-time
and wears two bells. And consider
not replacing it, when your current
moggie passes away.
• Report a sighting: to your
locallandcare office or LFW officer.
Danielle Perrie, Zone Manager, Wagin
Woodanilling Landcare Zone, contact
given above.
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